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CCU student locked
Jessica Day
staff writer
A student of CCU, who
chooses to be anonymous, was
locked in to the Nightmare
Haunted House, located on Ocean
Blvd. The haunted house closed
shortly after they entered, leaving
them in pitch darkness with no way
out.
The tudent, "Susie*," and her
friend, "Bob*," decided to go to
the haunted house on the spur of
the moment, Saturday night,
September 19. As they were
entering the house, they heard the
ticket salesman speak into his
walkie-talkie. He told whoever

was at the other end that two more
people were now entering. About
two minutes after they entered, the
lights went out. Thinking it was
all part of the show Susie and Bob
continued on.
They soon began to realize it
was very quiet, and no one was
jumping out trying to care them.
They had to feel their way through
corridors and tairs until they came
to the exit. The door would not
budge. There wa a space in the
middle wh~re they could ee
outside. This gave them a view of
the padlock on the door.
Susie yelled at the people
passing by on the street to help
them, but they thought her ries

1

were all a part of the haunted
house. The pair attempted to find
another exit, but it was too
dangerous to go venturing around
in the dark.
Returning to the door, Bob
successfully got a boy's attention.
The boy left and return,ed with two
policemen. One policeman
infonned the trapped friends that
last year, around the same time, the
owner locked a couple in the
haunted house on purpose. The
officers would not reveal what the
owner did to the couple, but
warned Susie and Bob to watch
their backs until they got them out.
The officers finally sawed
through the lo~k and Susie and

Bob fell out the door. They had
been trapped inside for almo t an
hour.
This wee end u ie returned
to ightmare to get her mone

Dorm Community Council is formed
Gregg Johnson
staff writer
As yet another part of the upgrade in CCU housing, The Office
of Residence Life has introduced
the idea of Community Council.
Marisa Baselice, advisor of the
Building M Community Council,
explains what it is. "It's a direct
voice from residents to residents.
Rather that the RA's doing the programs, most of the residents are
going to be doing them. So if the
residents don't feel comfortable
bringing an idea to their RA, they
can bring the idea to other students.
It's a student government for the
Residence halls and we are very
excited about it."
On September 16th, the offic-

ers of the first building M Community Council were announced at
a reception in the M lobby. The officers and their positions are as follows; John Janci (President), Brad
Thompson (Vice President),
Melanie Soose (Treasurer), Nick
Cogliani (Secretary) Ryan Spar
(Parliamentarian),
Jessica
Kirkendall (Historian), Amanda
Hester (Publicity Coordinator),
and Tana Bishop (Fund Raising
Chair). When asked weather or not
he was looking forward to his position as president, John Janci responded, "Oh yes! 1 have many
ideas already lined up. We plan to
get started right away."
Tony Andenoro, Residence

Hall Coordinatcr for building M,
says "I ju t wanDa add that in the
six years that I h3ve been involved
in Community Councils, watching
Community Ccuncils, and een
Community Councils in action, it'
ju t flabberga$ting to me that
Building M has established this
type of community behind Marisa
Baselice. I think: this is just incredible, not only for Building M, but
for Coastal Carolina University
because it's for the students by the
students. I mean, actual representation in the Residence Halls. I
don't see any other way that we
can get our point across that every
student can be heard. This is what
it's all about, for the students. I'm
having a moment."

Members of the Building M Communi
Buikiing Minot the only
community that has a Community
Council. Community Council are
just getting started in the A-F and

L see
The 1998 Fall session of the
South
Carolina
Student
Legi latUI~e (SCSL) wilI meet in
the newly reno ated chamber of
the state capitol beginning on
ovember 5th.
The Coa tal Carolina
delegation to the SC L has begun
seeking tuden to participate in
the upcoming se ion.
Last year the Coastal
delegation won even out of the
nine a ard pre ented. The e
award included: Be t Delegation

Council p

G-H communioe
Dianna in A-F,
Mari a in M.

. tEbt Qantidttt
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annoliceme
.n ews you can
Spaces available for program to England
There are several spots available
for students interested in studying'
in England in the spring of 1999.
The group will leave January 6,
1999, and return on May 15, 1999.
This will be the third year that
Coastal has sent students to
Northampton, England to study at
University College Northampton
(formerly known as Nene College). Students are able to choose
from a wide variety of courses and

fifteen hours of credit wilJ be applied to their transcripts once they
return to Coastal. Students from
Winthrop University, College of
Charleston, and Lander University
will also participate. Financialaid-eligible students may use their
aid for this program. If you would
like additional information, please
drop by the Office of International
Programs in Prince 105, or call
Geoff Parsons at 349-2054.

Hispanic Day Celebration
Wednesday, October 14
11:30 am to 2:00 pm
Spadoni Park
It's that time again! The Office of Multicultural Student
Services and Leadership Challenge cordially invites you to
attend the annual Hispanic Day Celebration. The celebration will include information on many Spanish speaking
countries. Local restaurants will provide food for a nominal price. Musical entertainment will be provided also. If
your club or organization is interested in participating, please
contact the Office of Multicultural Student Services at 3492304 by October. 5.

Make your future career plans
Networking, Interviewing, and the Job Fair
Student Center room 208
Wednesday: Sept. 30
8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m.
12:00n
Thursday: Oct. 1
Friday:
Oct. 2
11:30 a.m.
Graduate School and Information Fair - Oct. 7
Contact the Career Center for more info. 349-2333.

THE ELIE WIESEL PRIZE
IN ETHICS
1999 ESSAY CONTEST
SUGGESTED THEMES

• Discuss ethics based on a personal experience
• 'Why are we here? How are we to meet our ethical obligations?
• Reflect on an ethical aspect of a literary text
or public policy issue
ELIGIBILITY: FULL-TIME JUNIOR AND SENIOR UNDERGRADUATES
DEADLINE: JANUARY 22,1999

No more than three (3) essays from the same college, university or campus will
be considered in an)' one contest year. Essays must be accompanied by a letter
on school stationery verifjing eligibility according to our guidelines. •
FIRST PRIZE: $5,000

SECOND PRIZE: $2,500

THIRD PRIZE: $1,500
TWO HONORABLE MENTIONS: $500 EACH
ENTRY FORMS AND FURTHER INFORMATION

Send a self-addressed, stamped envelope by December 18, 1998 to:
The Elie Wiesel Prize in Ethics
The Elie Wiesel Foundation for Humanity
450 Lexington Avenue, Suite 1920
New York, NY 10017
This information is also available online through FastWEB
(Financial Aid Search Through the WEB) at www.fastweb.com.

~----------------------------------------------~

Conference
of Inquiry
Coastal will be sponsoring the first
Celebration of Inquiry Conference
this spring from February 17-19,
1999. This year's theme will be,
"Conflict and Creativity in the
Search for Knowledge." For these
two days, classes will be redirected
so that students will have the opportunity to attend and participate
in a multitude of sessions on a variety of topics. The purpose of the
conference is to create an academic
forum in which information
among students, faculty, and staff,
related to the above theme, can be
shared It also is to encourage collaboration across academic disciplines. Everything we learn is, in
some way, related to everything
else - proposals put together by
students in different majors could
be particularly interesting. The
format will be of the presenters'
choosing: a panel presentation; a
debate; a round-table discussion;
or any other form that is found to
be suitable to the topic. Presentations may not run longer than a
standard class period. Please
check out Coastal's w'eb site
(www.coastal.edu/inquiry) for
more information on the conference and for a proposal application: Also, volunteers are being

Linda Schwartz
publishes guide
Linda Schwartz has recently
published a relatively inexpensive,
but comprehensive guide entitled
The Schwartz Guide to MLA
Documentation. As of this fall, the
guide is a required text in
freshman, sophomore, and upper
level English and theater classes.
Several professors at Coastal are
using the text in English 101 and!
or English 287 this fall, and all
professors at Coastal are using it
in their English 102 classes.
Schwartz decided to write the
book because she found that the
available texts on MLA
documentation were either too
expensive, too confusing to
students, or filled with errors.
The guide is currently available
in Coastal's campus bookstore and
in the University Bookstore on
Highway 544. Schwartz will be
happy to discuss the book with
anyone interested. You may reach
her
at
349-2428
or
lindas@coastal.edu.
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"I don't propose to write an ode to dejection, but to brag
as lustily as Chanticleer in the morning, standing on my roost,
if only to wake my neighbors up."
-Henry David Thoreau

Our JJNew" Student Center
could use a little more work
This is my time to gripe. Okay, the Student Center has been
renovated, and it does look a lot better than it did my frrst year here.
But, did it ever occur to you that the name "Student Center" should
mean that the building isfor the students? I don't know about you, but
I get an entirely different impres ion when I walk in there. I see it
chock full of adminstrative offices and bland conference room. That
is all I see. There has to be something wrong with the fact that mo t
students will just walk in, buy their food, and leave.
Here are a few suggestions, which I don't think will make the
school's priority task list, but at least it's fun to dream about Alrighty
then, here we go. First, instead of that unused circular desk at the bottom
of the stairs, how about a comfy couch? I mean if you need to set up
something, get a folding table. It's just that I always ee people hanging
around and talking on the phone. So, get them a freaking couch! They're
just screaming to sit down. Oh, and I can't forget all those brochures
and handouts, right? Have an information able, but make it smaller.
Also, the main building directory needs to be moved to a better
location, so it can be seen. How about on the wall between the SGA
office, so people will see it when they first walk thrqugh the door . Oh,
and don't forget to include the second floor on that directory. And what's
with the mounted photographs in the Student Activities office? Don't
they believe in sharing? Put them in the hallways or omething. Yes I
know there are some in the alleged Game Room, ·but maybe mount
some more along the stairway or around the "new circular couch. '
I know we can get more pictures. I also feel tltat those double
doors at the top of the stairs need to be taken out. It's like thi "Hello,
you are now entering the second floor Ward." What purpose do they
actually serve? I haven't figured that out yet. Okay that's good enough
for now. I'm sure you can come up with your own dreams and hopes
for our pathetic Student Center.
I mean students should at least want to go, not have to go.
---Jen Coffin, Editor
~

SCSL seeking members
(Continued From Page 1)
Attorney, Best Written Brief, and
Best Legislation.
For over 40 years, students
from colleges and universities
throughout South Carolina journey
to Columbia to participate in the
annual meeting. The South
Carolina Student Legislature was
founded by Dr. Douglas Carlisle
in 1956. The main purpose for
establishing this organization was
to create an environment for
student leaders to be able to voice
their concerns and ideas to the state
government. Dr. Carlisle actively
participates in the coordination of
the event and attends the meeting
to encourage the students.
The format for presenting a
bill is identical to how it would be
heard in the real legislature. First
the presenter is given five minutes
to explain his legislation to the
House. Then a period of question
and answer is opened to the floor.
The presenter is bombarded by
questions from other delegations.
Following this a five minute period
of debate is conducted. During this
period, delegates state their
opinion on the bill and try to
persuade others to vote

accordingly. 1ben comes the time
to decide if the bill will pass or fail.
With a yeah or a nay the delegates
voice their decision.
When a bill passes both
houses it is sent to the governor to
be signed into law or vetoed.
These "mock" laws are submitted
to the real s.C. Legislature to be
considered during their sessions.
Many bills that have been passed
into law in this state were
developed in the S.C. Student
Legislature, one example of this is
the right-on-red law.
Another aspect of S.C.S L. is
the chance for students to argue a
mock Supreme Court case. The
student attorneys prepare and
debate the cases in front of a panel
of student Justices.
The Coastal delegation will
oegin meeting weekly to develop
and prepare bills for the upcoming
session. Meetings will be held on
Mondays at 4p.m. in Wall Room
322. For further information
please contact either Chery)
Butler-Adams at 349-2105, or
Tabby Shelton at 349-2396.

CC Parking
what a dilemma!
Dear Editor,
I am not a fighter and mo t of
the time I demand peace rather
than war. I have held my peace
long enough, and now it i time to
declare WAR!!!
First of all let me explain why
I am so angry. I have attended
ceu for three years. A the emesters go by, I have realized that
the halls are more conge ted with
tudents and that more and more
students are enrolling. I have no
problem with this; in fact, it
please me that more people
choose CCU to get an education.
What I do not find pleasure in i
waking up at dawn just to fmd a
de cent place to park because of
all these students.
One of my professors told my
class " ... wen, park at the baseball
field for free and walk, becau e
orne of you need exerci e. '
Second of all, with all due respect to the Police and Safety
Dept., I am sick and tired of watching you guys give us tickets left
and right We cannot help thi
parking situation! Most of us
work very hard W earn the $15 you
make u pay because we had to
park "illegally." Speaking of
money, you guys ere so quick to
take our money for a parking
sticker, but did it ever occur to you
that we don't have anywhere to
park?
Listen, I am weD aware that
you are only doing your job, but
please have a little bit of sympathy for us. My fellow students and
I started parking behind the Art
Building, just to find out by the
next wee you guys put up a chain
so we couldn't get through. I don't
understand, what was the prob1em?
Thirdly, I am not only angry
with the Police and Safety Dept,
because I know that they are only

th ec catalog and
by probabl
hich other
ith more p
r th them
created. ell h ver decided to
make u pay for par .ng be ide a
curb or on th gras thi
cially for you and I thin
for a lot of my fello
e up
when I a) thi : Please
and realize that we cann t eep enrolling tuden at 1 600 per head
and not u e orne of th portion of
that money toward par .ng 0
for tuden !.!
I am ure that at thi point you
follo\\in
guid~)in

guy are not too happy with my
I am
letter, but I want you to
not trying to be nasty. I am ju
trying to help you guys tealize the
extent of this problem. I cannot
continue to get out of class and
walk to my car, just to find out that
four people have their b
on,
all trying to get my space. Thi is
a problem that is only going to get
worse. $0, please try to fix it; build
a lot behind the Art b· .ng and
other acant lots.
Thank yo for your time
Anonymous

eou
re pee a .
of he.pa ?•

p

Remember for a pe
~

respect.

-E. Page

.a _ _ ..

Dear Editor,
What happened to common
courtesy and respect?
Lately, I have been appalled
at the lack of common courtesy in
class. Sometime I find It difficult

ake ea y
U A pring Break offer
Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica, and
Florida package , and i curr ntly
accepting application for campu
ale repre enta i
Call 1-888- P
-B
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Need a job?
Henry D. Hatcher
Staff Writer

Are you confused about what you
want to be when you grow up? Do
you spend your nights pondering
over what the reason is that you
are getting up before 7:00 a.m. to
go to class? Well, believe it or not,
there is help in form of the Career
Search Resource Center. The
Career Search Resource Center
can help students find out what
jobs he/she mayor may not be
suited for. Students are asked to
take a "self-assessment" test. One
of the most intere ting types of self
assessment tests is known as the
"System of Interactive Guidance
and Info" or S.LG.I. for short. This
test helps students find out what
his/her niche i ,by allowing
students to explore thoughts and
feelings about the kind of work
that the/she may want to do. After
it is determined what career path
the student is best suited for, a list
of job titles are generated and then
the C.R.S.C. will help link students
to employers.
"Jobs are listed with the
Career Center every day, whether
it be in the form of internships or
actual jobs offered to students
through local businesses which are

At Home in the Halls
Are you getting involved?

seeking to give students some type
of experience in his/her field of
Gregg Johnson
endeavor. These jobs are faxed in,
called in, and even hand delivered
Resident Assistants and
to the center everyday," according Community Councils in the resito Mollie Fout, a Career Center dence life community put on difCounselor. A vast array of jobs are ferent programs for you, the resiposted in the Career Center. dent. These programs cover a vaOpportunities are offered in the riety of different topics, from sofields of government, medicine, cial events such as "Out of Style
and many more.
Ties," (tie-dye) "An F'n Social,"
The Career Center offers Ice Cream Socials, Movie Nights,
more than just employment "Burgers and Balls," (play volleylistings. The Center also offers ball and munch on burgers). Sohelp with writing resumes, cials also include "Make a Sundae,
allowing students access to Meet a Friend," ''Thursday Night
literature concerning ideas on job Futball," Taboo Nights, Labor Day
hunting skills, seminars, job fairs, BBQ, "Cookie Time," South Park
web postings, as well as one-on- Nights, Graffiti Walls, 90210 Parone interaction with a Career ties, Election Campaign Parties,
Counselor. If you are in need of a and "Are You Strong Enough?'
job, or are just plain curious about (arm wrestling tournament).
future business opportunities, visit
Even though social
the center's web site at:
www.coastal.edu/services/careers,
or visit the office of the Career
Dianna Clark
Search Resource Center located in Check this out! The A-F Hall
the Student Center room 206-A. Council will be presenting a HalYou can visit with either Mollie loween Dance in the Cafeteria on
Bethea Floyd, who administers the October 28th from 9:00 PM until
self-assessment test, or you can 12:00 A.M! There will be free
make arrangements to talk with food, and don't forget about the
Mollie Fout, who will get you on . prizes for awesome co,tumes! You
your way to the career path you can win anything from free dinner
want to be on.

events may be fun for most, RA's
also include educational programs,
community service program , diversity programs, as well as many
others. Educational programs include "Ice Cold BEER Facts
HERE," Alcohol Awareness
boards, "Can I Buy You a Drink?"
"Knock Knock," Safe Sex,
August's program of the month
"Have a Drink, it's on Me," Laundry Lotteries, Hurricane Safety,
Drug Awareness, Security Issues,
a well as many others. Community Service includes the Beach
Sweep, Habitat for Humanity, and
other.
We would like to see
more and more people attending
such programs, and we are looking forward to seeing you there.

Corne to the Halloween Dance

.

------------------------~

pAPAJO
Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.

Gregg Johnson

On September 20th, a doubleelimination, campus-wide arm
wrestling tournament was held.
Many of Coastal's residents attended this tournament in which
two champions were crowned. In
the women's division of the tournament, Katie Whitworth defeated
Mari a Baselice in the final . In the
men's division, Russell Cope came
out of the loser's bracket to defeat
Alan Holcombe twice in the finals
to be named champion. But the
highlight, or lowllght, of the tournament was t~ first round matchup of building M coordinator Tony
Andenoro and A-F coordinator
Scott Wallquist. Their pre-match
preparations included jumping
jacks, exten ive stretching, and
push-ups. The match itself was not
as good, however, as it lasted only
a millisecond as Scott defeated
Tony. Overall, the tournament was
a succes as everyone had a very
enjoyable afternoon. We hope to
see more contestants sign up for
our spring tournament.

at numerous restaurants in Myrtle
Beach to a" free game of miniature
golf. Don't forget to dress for the
occasion. If anyone would like to
help with this, or has any other
ideas about programming, please
call Dianna Clark at 347-2403.
A-F ROCKS!!!
Community Office. Community Offices can be
Need something fixed?
foundatA-103 (347-2403),G-10l (347-2710)
Maintenance Issues may include a blown light and M-126/129 (347-2406). All Maintenance
bulb, leaky shower or sink, broken chairs/ Issues are taken care of by emergency priority.
couches, or pretty much anything else that you Most Maintenance Issues are usually recan think of. If you do have a maintenance is- sponded to within three working days, but you
sue, you should go to or call your Community have to understand that Victor, Ed, and T.G.
Office and fill out a Maintenance Request Fonn. are very busy with these issues and your issue
All Maintenance Issues must go through your . will be taken care of as soon as possible.
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FREE delivery to CCU!

248-6661

CCU's Strongest
Man and Woman
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NOW HIRING AT ALL LOCATIONS!

Hanow~~"
'Pa.,,~

At

tb~ Caf~rt~ria Wed. Oct. 28th
From 9pm -12C1m
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Tri-Sigma News
Elizabeth GC4mble
Guest Writer

Sigma Nu Apology
Recently, a member of the
Intra Fraternity Council brought to
the attention of the brothers of
Sigma Nu fraternity that our
actions during Rush Week '98 may
have offended various individuals
on our campus. According to the
LEC. Representative, the incident
in question was the passing out of
condoms with Sigma Nu letters
displayed on the package. This
action was deemed offensive and
in poor taste by certain individuals.
Sigma Nu would frrst like to
apologize to any person that might
have found the condoms offensive.
Our intentions were only to
promote safe sex on campus and

general awareness of the positive
contributions Greek organizations
bring to campus life.
Secondly, the brothers of
Sigma Nu must confess that the
negative Responses to the
condoms were disappointing.
With the constant rise of sexually
transmitted diseases, teen pregnancy, and abortions, any promotion that puts condoms in the hands
oftoday's youth should be viewed
as positive.
Again, we would like to take
this opportunity to apologize for
any harm done and to remind
everyone to always "Be Safe."

Sigma Sigma Sigma is proud
to announce that we have a great
group of new girls. Our newest sisters are Ashley Ardis, Alicia
Bastian, Beth Bates, Heidi Broat,
Cat Cook, Elizabeth Gamble,
Brooke Koluch, LmJisa Lozano,
Lynette
Lunsford,
Heidi
Stepzinski, and Jennifer Troxell.
We are excited about our new sisters.
We are looking for more wonderful sisters. Our thanks goes to
the girls who came to our C.O.B.
party on Tuesday, September 29th.
We had a blast! For those of you

If you woulci like to post your club/organization events and
meetings, p~ase call The Chanticleer at 349-2330 or leave a
note in our box in Student Activities.

A note from S.T.A.R.
Robin Turner
Guest Writer
We would like to thank all the
students and faculty who recently
participated in the blood drives,
sponsored by the American Red
Cross, on August 31 and
September 21.
We would like to see even

who missed out on the fUR, we
will be having more C.O.B. parties in the future: For more information, you can keep your eyes
on th~ Chanticleer or you can call
Susan Shelley at 365-6444.
We would also like to thank
all of our sisters who participated
in the Beach Sweep on Saturday,
September 19th. We had a really
good time. It's amazing how
many millions of cigarettes butts
we found on the beach.
If anyone wants to hear two
of our sisters that have wonderful musical ability, just ask Jaime
Hilliard or Holly Jacobs. These
two have composed two new

songs, "0 Cigarette Butts" and "The
Twelve Hours of Beach Sweep"
have the potential of becoming
number one hits.
Congratulations goes out to our
sister, Sarah Christienson. She did
a great job heiping organize the
Beach Sweep. Congratulations also
goes out to our sisters for a terrific
win our first game of flag football,
for the Fall 1998 season. Sigma
Sigma Sigma defeated the Real Deal
25-18 on Wednesday, September
23rd We would like to thank Marisa,
Alicia, Christina, Sarah, Susan, and
Leslie for energetically participating. A special thanks goes to Katie
Recht. We look forward to participating in the Heart Walk on Cotober
10th. We hope to see everybody
there.

more volunteers in future drives
and greatly appreciate those who
have already given.
We look forward to seeing
you again at our next blood drive
on Monday, October 26, from
11 :00 a.m.-3:00 p.m. Thanks
again!!

t

Annual

GRADUATE
SCHOOL

Fair and interactive,
·onal videoconference ...
"G~tting into
Graduate School"
What Works, What Doesn't and Why

Wed.~ October I,
The Mark ofExcellence

The Alpha Omega Chapter
of
Phi,Alpha Delta
Pre-Law Fraternity
holds its weekly meetings
on Tuesdays
in the Wall Auditorium
at 1:00pm

1998

.Attend the Graduate School and Career
"'nfonnation Fair from 9:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Wall Building 1st floor hallway.
This is an informal event for students of all academic classes
and majors. Speak with representatives from graduate schools
and businesses to gather academic and career information.

• ~ Attend the videoconference
YMGetting into Graduate Schoo "
5 to 6:30 p.m. • Wall Auditorium
This interactive video conference features nationally
known speaker and writer Dr. .Donald Asher. It is hosted
by the University of Tennessee-Knoxville.
For additional information. contact the Office of
Student Employment and Career Management Services at 349.2333 .

•~

T"

COASTAL CAROLINA
UNIVERSITY

MEOI

Coastal's SAAs ready to IIsail away"
Mark "Doc" Miller
staff writer
Coastal's Student Alumni
Ambassadors have developed
tremendously as an organization
since its founding in 1996. Under
the leadership of some of the most
dedicated leaders on our campus,
this organization has been
responsible for such events as the
new President's Council, as well
as several other pilot programs.
As a new challenge, the SAAs
made a bid to host the 1999 SAAI
SF District conference in February.
The bid was accepted and the work
has already begun. District 3,
which is the southeastern district
of the national organization, is
composed of over 100 schools.
Expected attendance at the

conference is over 500 tudents
from schools, including the
University of Florida, Ole Miss,
USC and many others. The
conference will be hou ed int he
all-new Crown Reef Convention
Center. All attendees will stay in
the ocean front Crown Reef Hotel.
The theme of the conference took
mush thought and planning. After
much hard work, the SAAs
announce the theme of the
conference as "Come Sail Away
with the SAA, A Voyage to
Success."
If you are interested in the
Student Alumni Ambassadors
organization, please contact Mona
Dukes or Susan Lawing in the
Office of Alumni Affairs at 3492006.

CCU Alumni Association
executive officers elected
The Office of Alumni Affairs
has announced on September 12,
the Board of Directors of the
Alumni Association elected their
executive officers for the
upcoming term. The new officers
are Richard N. Weldon, President;
Stephen C. Brakefield, First Vice
President; Gwen Rawls, Second
Vice President; and Glenda Page,
Secretary.
The purpose of the Board is
to represent the Alumni as an
advisory board between the alumni
and the administration of the
University.
Weldon served as SGA
President and as Editor-in-Chief of
The Chanticleer while attending
Coastal. After graduation he
attended the USC Law School. He
returned to Coastal in • this time
as a faculty member. Since his
return to Coastal, Weldon has
served as a faculty advisor for a
number of student organizations,
including the Student Government
Association, Phi Alpha Delta, The
Chanticleer, Pi Kappa Phi, and the
South
Carolina
Student
Legislature. In 1996, he was
selected as the Distinguished
Professor of the Year. Weldon
presently works in the Wall School
of 'Business and is the Pre Law
advisor for the university.
Mr. Stephen C. Brakefield
graduated from Coastal in '84.
Brakefield has been a member of
the Board since '95. He is
employed at Office Furniture qSA
and resides in Surfside with his
wife, lean Ann, who is also a
Coastal alumna.
Ms. Gwen Rawls graduated
from Coastal in '89. This is Ra}Vls
first year on the Board of Directors

of the Alumni As ociation. Rawls
resides in Columbia where she is
the Account Executive for UPS.
Ms. Glenda Page graduated from
Coastal in '83. Page has been a
member of the Board since '95.
Rawls is the Director of Corporate
Administration
at
Horry
Telephone Cooperative. She
resides in Galivants Ferry with her
husband Robert.
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Myrtle Beach's ewest and Most Exciting
Upscale Apartment Community!
Walk to Broadwayl Jog to Atlantic Oceanl

Elegant 2 Bedroom 2 80th Apartmen Homes
Only $675.
Per Mont !
l

• Full Size Washer & Dryer Included'
• FREE Gold's Gym embers ip'
· (Paren s may co-sign 0 qualify)
Call Today, only a dozen uni s Ie .
1500 Coastal Lane

BOARDWJ!\LK BILLS BAR A D GRIL
910 JORTH OCEA BLVD.
OCEA FRO T
NEXT TO GAY DOLPHI
DOW TO
YRTLE BEACH
$1.00 DRAFT AND $5.00 PITCHERS
ALL [)AY ------EVERYDAY
HAPPY HOUR 4 TO 8 EVERYDAY
SUNDAY A 0 MOr DAY

IGHT FOOTBALL GA ES
SPECIALS $.25 WI GS, .75 HOTDOGS

DRI K :3PECIALS
POOL TABLE DARTS
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~ Snaps,

~

OJ

~

Jennifer Coffin
, Editor-in-Chief
On Thursday evening we all
gathered at the CINO Grill. In the
beginning no one had the nerves,
but finally one ventured up. She
introduced the evening as the first
"Archarios Coffee House" of the
semester. With a glance around,
some of the previous Aramark
tables had been transfonned into
decored ornaments. Candles were
adorned and flames danced around
the laid-back, mellow atmosphere.
Floral incense filled our noses,
while free food and coffee filled

Candles, and Coffee
our stomachs.
As an ice-breaker, a game
was played. Two or three people

very outlandlish. One
soul, Archarios today at 349Jessica Johnston, read from a 2328 for more infonnation.
small journal. Her poetry came

went up on stage and took cards
that had different nouns, verbs, or
adjectives on them. And by
alternating the cards, the people
tried to carryon a spontaneous
conversation using those words. It
was quite amusing, since it was
spur of the moment. After a couple
of rounds, people began to venture
to the mic. To express themselves,
they all read personal poetry which
came from the depths of their
hearts and souls. Some poems
were very descriptive others were

from her heart, out oflust, desire,
and hope. I've heard poetry that
describes all of one's true self.
Poetry is like a dream. Nothing
is what it seems and everything
expresses the truth of your inner ::;;~~j~~;~;~~11
self.::;
Join us for the next
Archarios Coffee House. The last
Thursday of every month from 68pm in the Student Center.
Express yourself: poetry, storie ,
quotes, bad jokes, music,
anything is possible. Call • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

liiim!iI~~;~~~j~~m~j~~~~~~j:~;~;~i:~imillm~~I~m~I

•ro Is Anybody Going Out Tonight[~
Now everyone knows that

Jennifer Borsuk also likes to

Borsuk likes Sex on the

Coastal Carolina University

hang out with her girls. Then

Beach and Griffin Edmonds

is a dry campus. However,

you have Griffin Edmonds,

like Coors Light# However,

off campus is another story.

who likes to hang out with his

not everyone goes for the

I talked to some people

pledge brothers along with Jeff alcohol while tbey are out
Merritt.
having fun.
Also, before you go out, you
Coastal students. are

around campus and found
out about the most popular
places to go and favorite
drinks. Alexis Shorb has
another alternative such as,

need to find the perfect outfit. responsibl!! students and
Mainly all of the girls wear everywhere you have
things like, little black dresses, drinking going on you will

"to get into as much trouble

"clubbing clothes," blue jeans, find a designated driver.

as possible without getting
caught".

or just anything comfortable.

I found out through my
many talks with the Coastal
student body, that the most

like blue jeans and golf shirts

alcohol in those drinks.

or just plain collared shirts.

When Heather Newstetter

So now that we know where and Melissa Tate are D.D.'s
people love to hang out and

they like to drink Dr. Pepper.

what they love to wear, we need

Gray High likes Sweet Tea

for those who do not know

to what do they do when they

while Rob Sealand, Jeff

about Yesterday's, it is a

get there. Amber Counselli just Merritt, and Amber Counselli

dance club where students

likes to "go out and get messed all like Pepsi. Griffin
up." Jay Miller likes to go out Edmonds likes his milk so he

can go on Wednesday night
to dance, hang out, and just

and have a good time, dance a

drinks Yoo-hoo, and Jennifer

mingle with other people.

little, throw darts, and drink.

Borsuk likes to drink just

Yesterday's is also a place

Jennifer Borsuk likes to "go out

plain water.

where students like Jeff

with the girls, have a little fun

Merritt end up after a long

and get a little bit crazy."

So there you have it. You'
now know what Coastal

night of partying. Jay Miller

Now that you know what

students like to do at night,

likes to go to Yesterday'S,

people like to do, like to wear,

who they like to hang with,

"just to chill." Other places

and who they hang with, let's

and what they love to drink

people go arc to friends
houses, The Stoney Cove,

find out what they like to drink.
Rob Sealand likes Rolling

while they are out having
fun.

Shuckers, or to the nearest

Rock while Ted-Lee Cosker

animals hang with? Alexis

Bring your feature articles,
short stories, student research
projects, etc. to room 203C in the
Student Center or call 349-2396.

Next meeting Monday October 12 at 8:30 am
Room 205 in the Student Center.

The guys like to wear clothes also but you will not find

popular place to go to is

Who do these party

••
••
••
••
••
•
•
•._--------_
.......

These D.D.'s like to drink

Yesterday's Nitelife. Now

party.

•

likes Whiskey Sours. Kevin
Jolley loves to relax with a tall,
cool glass of Long Island Iced

Shorb likes to hang out with

Tea, and Mark Cha e likes to

her girls, and "Crew 22."

down shots of tequila. Jennifer

The evolution vs. creation
battle is joined when
Darwin's Origin of the
Species meets Tennessee
fundamentalism in this dramatic
interpretation of the trial of the century.

Friday, October 2.7:30 p.m.
Saturday, October 3 • 7:30 p.m.
Sunday, October 4 • 3 p.m.

Inherit
the Win

~

CO.\STAL CAROUNA
U\lHRSIT

AU pcrfonn:mces arc Of n (0 me public and will be held in WheelWright Auditorium
on (he Coa t3l Carolin;) Ulliversiry campus. Ccnernl adnll Ion is, smdenrs
SS, Coastal student arc adl1lllfed free Forrickcr mformation, plea e C1U the
Wheelwright Bo.' Office, weekdays from noon (05 p.m, 43.3492502.
AAEOI

,.
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Review: Sister Soleil bares her so I

den
.
magazme e

Jessica Day
Staff Writer

thi

Sister Solei! a Chicago based
band, released a ne

ear

album out

that offers a wide variety of track .
Lead singer Stella Katsoudas tells
her life story through her lyric.
Soularium contains tracks
re embling industrial, techno,
Swing hip hop and more. Every
ong i different.
A a child, Katsouda wa a
dedicated ballet dancer. To her
di may she was told by her dance
teacher that she didn't have what
it took to be a dancer. Believing
• her, Katsouda

topped dancing

and became deeply depre ed.
Her brother got her in to mu ic.
Music served as another outlet to
expre s herself, and was able to
replace her pa sion for dancing.
She believe that music gave her
life back.
Katsoudas' lyric are hone t and
direct. The tracks on Soularium
reflect her personal influences,
such as Tori Amos and Bjork.
Peter Gabriel contributes a vocal
in the song, "Blind."
Katsoudas doesn't want her
music to be categorized in to a
specific genre. This i apparent in
the variety of the album' content.
Solarium is definitely worth a
listen.

Urban Legends at Terror University : __ _ •••••••
:Co
Jen Coffin

Are you ready for yet another scary
movie? Hasn't there already been;
Scream, I Know What You Did
Last Summer, Scream 2, Halloween H20, and, soon, I Still Know
What You Did Last Summer?
Well, be prepared for Urban Legend, which opened in theaters this
past weekend. The cast includes,
Alicia Witt, Jared Leto, Joshua
Jackson, Rebecca Gayheart. and
Tara Reid. As the perfect Fall Semester College Version of scariness, Urban Legend takes place on
a college campus in New England,
full of mysteriou legends of death.
The story unfolds and one gets the
feeling they wasted their money on
another lame wannabe horror flick.
But don't leave, I promi e it will
get better. The predictable beginning will introduce the twi ted plot

and deceive the audience into the
unexpected ending. Anything becomes possible in thi movie.
Throughout the movie urban legends are revealed many of which
are quite familiar to us. (Remember: "Aren t you glad you didn't
tum on the light? ') Someone had
been taking all the e legend and
making them come true to all the
characters. You will cling to your
eat trying to figure out which
character is the mercile murderer. The u pen e will lea e you
in a tate of bli and terror and
the violence will leave you gasping for more. The gore i so reali tic, you will be able to mell the
blood dripping. Oh, and don't wait
for it to come out on video you
get a better effect hen it i on th
big creen. E pecially when ther

are otber Japid heartbeat and
gasps of ant cipation filling the air
of the theat~r. Thi i a mu t- ee
for the thrilLr-seeke . Iu t in time
for the upcc ming Halloween eaon. Grab a friend, a ibling a
friend or e !n a parent - and chec .
out Urban Legend. Be ide, ou
will need Qmeone to hold on to
during this (Jne! Tru t me!

•

••
•

••
•
••
•
••
•
•

from

he Cellar

Oct. 6 - - RJlsted Root

or

•
The Ritz, alei h, call 919- 3
•
•
Oct. 9 - - Elton John
•
Dean mith Center, Cha Hill call 1 •
•
Oct. 14 - - Jerry Cantrell
••
Tremont u ic Hall, cal 70 522-6
This filovie is rated R ••
Oct. 22 -for horror, violencel ••
gore, language and •••••••• •
•••• •
sexual conten .
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Date rape drug of choice
Jessica Day
Staff Writer
Rohypnol, commonly termed
"roofies," is a drug with increasing
popularity
in
southern
commuDItles
and
college
campuses. Besides being an easy,
inexpensive way to get high,
Rohypnol has been slipped into the
drinks of many rape victims.
A small, white pill with a "+"
sign on one side, Rohypnol is
odorless, with a slightly bitter
taste, making it almost impossible
to detect in any drink, including
water. Manufacturers are now
making it a blue color to make it
more visible.
Approximately ten minutes
after the drug is ingested, it induces
a drunk-like effect on the victim,
which lasts about eight hours. It
takes a total of 24 hours for the
drug to leave the system.
Rohypnol is said td be ten

times more powerful than Valium.
When mixed with alcohol, it
enhances the effect of the alcohol,
causing loss of inhibition,
sleepiness and relaxation. Perhaps
the worst effect is that it induces
amnesia. These effects leave the
victim extremely vulnerable to
assault. Many rapes have resulted
from its use.
In Europe and Latin America,
Rohypnol is a legal drug. It is
prescribed for use as a preoperative anesthetic for surgery
and as treatment for insomnia.
Since October, 1996 the drug has
been illegal in the U.S.
Don't accept a drink from
anyone you don't know well. If
offered a canned drink, only drink
it if the can has not been opened
yet. Unfortunately, like any other
illegal drug, Rohypnol is
obtainable, especially considering
it's under $5 tablet. Watch what
you drink!

Welcome to the new "Crime
Report"
section of The
Chanticleer! The Chanticleer
staff decided the people of CCU
should know what is happening
around campus concerning the
crime that may occur.
CCU functions as a
community and, like most
communities, some crime does
exist. The campus security is here
to ensure our well-being. Our
school's crime rate has not been
high, but there have been
occurrences over the years, and we
intend to keep you updated on
what may be going on on campus
this year. Here are the number of
reported incidences from 1997. In
the near future we will have some
recent reports.

1997-98
Crime
Number of Reports Filed
Assault ....................................... :............... 9
Burglary ...................................................... 1 6
B & E Vehicle .: ............................................ 10
Drug Law Violation ..................................... 2
Larceny..................... .................................. 36
Liquor Law Violation ...................:.... ...... ..... 2
Sexual Assault ........ .................................... 1
Vandalism ............................... :... :............... 17 .
Weapons Violations .................................... 1
Other .......................................................... 23
Student Affairs Referral .................: ............ 20

Hardware:

Diamond Monster 3D II
Hansel Yarn
Assistant Editor
If you're looking to upgrade
your PC's performance in the 3D
department, the Monster 3D II
from Diamond may be the solution
you're looking for. The Monster
3D II comes in two variants, an
eightmegabyte version and a
twelve-megabyte version. The
Monster 3D II is not a replacement
video card, it works with your existing 2D card.
U sing the new Voodoo II
chipset from 3Dfx, it doubles the
performance of the original Voodoo chip found on cards like the
original Monster and the Pure3D
from Canopus. Although primarily designed for 3D gaming applications, CAD and other graphical applications such as Photoshop
can also benefit from the Monster
II's power. The Monster II can perform many 3D features such as bilinear filtering, fogging, perspective correction and transparency.
These features enhance both picture quality and speed.
Installing the card is easy and
can be done in as little as 15 minutes. In order to install the Monster 3D II you must have one free
PCI slot in your system, Windows
95198 and at least a Pentium processor running at 90 MHz. After
powering your system down and
removing its case, carefully insert
the card into the open PCI slot.
The monitor cable will plug into
the Monster II and using a proviaed pass through cable, you will

connect it to your 2D card and then
to the Monster II. Ensure all COJ)nections are correct and replace
your computer's case. Once
you've powered the computer up
it recognize the new card and
prompt you for drivers that are provided by the manufacturer. When
the drivers are installed your almost done. The computer will have
to reboot after installing the drivers, but once that is finished your
installation is complete.
In games like Quake the Monster IT can achieve frame rates in
the hundreds and in CAD it can
render in mere seconds versus
minutes. The amount of performance increase is processor dependent. On a Pentium IT operating
at 300 MHz performance is twice
as fast as a Pentium running at 200
MHz, nonetheless the performance
increase is substantial in any system, making the Monster IT a cost
effective upgrade.

The Distinguished Teacher ..Scholar Lecturer Series presents

.: Roy Talbert, Jf+
Professor of History

"So Fine aBeach:

·Peter Horry's Snmmer of 1812"

The Distinguis],ed Tcacher·Scbolar Ltcttlrer award is given annually to a Coastal Carolhla Uni~mj~y
Requirements:

:

faculty member wl,o has outstanding abiGties as a teacher, scholar and commUnicator.

TI,e recipient of the award delivers a public lecture ill the fall semester all an original topic.

Windows 95198
Pentium 90 MHz
PCI slot
Existing 2D video card
Cost::
$199.00(8 MB)
$249.00(12 MB)
Information:
www.diamondmm.com

Thursday, October 1,1998· 7:30 p.m.
Wall School of Business Auditorium
Coastal Carolina University
The lecture is free and opm to the public.

For additional information contact tl,e
Office of Marketing CommuniCAtions at 349.2102.
11,e DistinguisheJ Tcacher·SeI,olar Ltcturer Series is maae possible
tbrough the generous support of Harry Tcltplxmt C00l'wlti,'e, J,,(.

Las Vegas, Coastal Style!
On Friday, September 18th,
CCU met Las Vegas in Coastal
Productions annual Casino
Night at the Sea Mist Resort.
Over 500 students turned out
to test their luck at games like
BlackJack, Craps, and the ever
popular slot machines. The
night offered free gambling,
food, and great music supplied
byDJGino.
At the end of the evening,
. gamblers cashed in their chips
to receive raffle tickets and the
chance to win some great prizes
donated by local businesses.
The night was a big hit thanks
to all who participated and
especiaUy those who helped

00

Criteria:

•
with the setup and dealing.
Coastal Productions is
looking forward to it's next big
event, an outdoor movie
featuring Armageddon.

C.P. members at
Fifteen members of the Coastal
Productions board returned
Sunday from spending 4 days at
the Southea t Regional ACA
(NationalA sociation of Campus
Activities) conference in
Winston-Salem, NC.
The students had the
opportunity to attend educational
session , meet and exchange
ideas with students from other
area schools, and see showcases
of national bands, comedians,
and other various artists. The
group returned with some great

can appl if:

ACA

the
Dr. eelgood Inc.

•

ilJion or

u t be admitted or enr

lied ::.=.:~=

•

If rou meet the abo e criteria and
contact Jeannie Rudg at the ffi
f ina i
and cholar hip (34 -2969 for more d tail .

ideas for the Spring erne ter and
are looking forward to it being a
great one.

TCAPELA
E OFFE FL
REA 0 ABLE E T

GALORE. ROO

CAPE LA DI G APARTME T
3851 CAPE LA O[ G DRI E
MYRTLE BEACH C 29577
(843) 293-CAPE (2273)
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C CD S p~rts ]p age
The women's cross-country team aims
for another groud-breaking season
by Gregg Johnson
staff writer

Quick Update: Sophomore
forward Mario Benjamin came
up with the ball after wild
cramble in front of the net., and
blasted it home to give Coastal
a double overtIme Win over
GeorgIa Southern, 3-2 The goal
was Benjamin' econd of the
game (third of the year), and put
an end to an emotional, hotly
conte ted game Ulhl~h·.·~~UI
foul and four YOVAllvn .. "'-<&JI_•. ,--.....
Although Gec)rJ!iia ~;oultheJ~'
controlled much.vJ.l~~~.w ..,." Uc;lLl.4

em 7 p.m.
Oct. 10, Liberty, 2 p.m.
Oct. 11, Radford, 2 p.m.
QUIck Update:

Through their first three meets of
this season, the women's crosscountry team is riding bigh, winning two of their first tH-ee meets.
Of course, this is noft' ng new to
the three-time defending Big South
Champions.
Coach Alan Connie, in his 13th
year as coach, is very happy with
where hi team is now. Last season the Lady Chants were ranked
as high as 20th in the nation, and
had seven representatives at the
NCAA National Chrunpionships.
The women's cross-ccl'I"try team
is the only Coastal teafn to be nationally ranked, bein~ ranked in

the top 25 two years-straight.
The team has run into 3 few difficulties recently this year as they
have lost three key runners from
last year's team. They lost one to
graduation, one to injury, one who
just decided not to come back.
" I think that we will do fine this
year as long as we stay healthy,"
said Connie.
Depth, as is the case on many
cro S-COUI try teams is not a lUXUry
that Coa tal has, according to
Connie.
At their most recent meet, the
William and Mary Invitational, the
team finished fourth, behind Yale,
Cornell, and the host William and
Mary team. Jolene Williams finished 10 seconds behind the overall winner of the race, Kathy
Newberry of William and Mary.

Apparently Newberry had long
been looking forward to getting a
chance to defeat the twice nationally ranked Williams, who has become known nationally by other
runners.
illiams was a top ten
finisher at the' national championships last year.
Coach Connie believes experience fTom last year will bring thi
year's team greater succe s.
"We learned not to take anything
for granted or people will gun for
you," Connie said.
The team will face one of their
bigge t early tests when they go to
the site of this year's National tournament, Lawrence Kan as.
A good finish could give them the
national ranking they were hoping
for before the overwhelming defeat at William and Mary.

6 MurphY,:'s Lavv
~
Ravv &
I

~

Sport.s
Bar
405 South ·Kin

, M.B.

.25 cent
, Riverwal~" a new sh w airmg on WFXB Fox 4 M-F at 8:30
3.m w111 include numerou
Coastal face as guests in the
upcoming weeks.

wings* shrimp*oysters
Watch all your favorite
sporting events!
Daily Drink & Food Specials

***Waitstaff needed, appl in person***

Soccer team wins two in OT
Nathan Rood
Staff Writer
Overtime wins over Clayton
State and Georgia Southern turned
thing around for the men' soccer team who had lost two straight
matches. The Chants (4-4) tayed
undefeated at home this year with
their fourth victory at The Graveyard field.
A late goal by UNCW and two
goals by Campbell University left
Coastal Carolina with a 2-4 record
earlier in the week. Derek Ford of
UNCW did the damage again t the
Chants when he received a great
pa s from El Rafei and blasted a
shot into the back of an empty net
For Campbell Univer ity it wa
Peter Barney who scored two goals
to put the Coastal squad behind 2O. Barnay scored the first goal in
the 32nd minute of the game off
of a penalty kick. His econd goal
wa late in the game after Coastal's
Ste en Godden was rejected for a
hard foul. In the 76th minute,
Barnay broke free from the Chan '
defense and placed a nice shot behind Coastal's Chris Malinky for
the second goal of the game. Despite the fact that Coastal outshot

the Camels 11-6, the final core
was 2-0.
Coastal Carolina made up for the
two 10 e by beating Clayton t.
2-1 in a thrilling 0 ertime game.
The Chants' leading corer, Stuart
Riddle, cored hi eve nth goal of
the ea on when h bun d a great
hot in the 69th minute of the
game. Mario Benjamin had the a si t in the game tying pIa .
In overtime it a fre bman
eeper Rob Clar "e who tole the
how by coming off hi line
eral times to brea • up great c ring opportunitie . The e great
plays from the fre man keepe
ept the hope alive for tb Chan .
In the 96th minut of the game
Riddle finished the game off v. ith
hi eighth goal of the year. The
final core was 2-1 in favor of
Coastal. Clayton St.'s goal corer
w Allen O'Brien.
The next overtime win 0 cured
again in Conway when the Chants
outscored Georgia Southen 3-2.
Mario Benjamin scored tw·c including the game-winner..

''} thin the Yankees are going to bea the Bra e in
the orId Ser e. mning an AL record 114 gam
adn having th league' batting champion, Berni
tlliam I thin " they are
heavy favo .te to .n
it all. I don't ee any team in b eb
at can go
into .Y. hi:h hold b eball ro di t fan and
t

Hoop Madness starts up this season
Nathan Rood
Staff Writer
Do you love basketball? Do you
find yourself sitting down in front
ofyour1V everyday to watch your
favorite college or profe ional
team play? Well why waste your
time watching a game on 1V when
you could be having a bla t and
upporting your own college basketball team. Come out and ignup for Hoop Madne .

What is Hoop Madnes~?
It is a program which wa developed to get the Coastal Carolina tudent body involved with the
Coa tal Basketball team. Hoop
Madnes will take place during the
entire ba ketball ea on. It i a
program that wi11 get you involved
with the men's and the women s
basketball team ,the partie before
the basketball games and the p nsors that are upporting thi Hoop
Madnes program.
What do I have to do to si~n up?
All you have to do to get involved i to collect 15 of your
friend or just 15 people, and regiter them up (you can get the registration fonns from the athletic
building or call extension 2820).
You will need a roster of your play-

ers and a team name. There i no
cost for registration and you need
to regi ter by 0 tober 9th.
What do I have to do wh n I am
si~ned up?
When you and your team has
been signed up all you have to do
is go to the men' and omen'
b ketball games, Pete' Parking
Lot Partie , Sonic Dri e-In and
you have to participate in the halftime events. It i that imple. You

Gulf Mills

Penn~·I""lo,... ii

A sophomore on the men golf
teclDl, 11 on fini hed econd·
the ctwie ton Southern F 1
Intercollegiate tournament p
22. It
II on s high t fi i h
ever at ceU. He hot a 71 d a
69 to lead th Chan to a
dplace lini h in a field of 12 te m .
Wilson scored hi be t round I
g.
year hen e hot a 67. Hi
i 74.6 in 8 Caf er e en .

ha etohavel20fyour15m m- !r.r~~~=;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
be to attend the e events and y u
will gain poin . The t am with the

TH

rno t poin win. You getto party I r - - - - -.......-------------------------------~
before game go t a ba ketball
game, get invol ed with the game
at half-time and you get poin for
it. You cannot 10 .
What can 1 win?
Chicken Sandwich (fried or grilled
Everyone now that ca h
with B-B-Q Sauce, Pickles, Onions, Bacon & C ees
flow i 10 wh n you are in colLarge Coke and Large Fre ch Fry
lege. Well if you and y ur team
gathers enough poin ,you could
In the grand prize, 500.00. F r
e ond T)lace you can win 300.00,
and for third place you can win
200.00. How do that ound?
Money alway ound go d but
remember, th main purpo of thi
program i for the tudent body to
get involved with th Coa tal
Carolina Ba ketbaH Program.
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Doc's Thoughts
It is about this time every year that I look back
and think where I would be without those people
who have allowed me and helped me to grow up
into the person I am today. These people are in every
facet of my life. They range from family members
to teachers,and from advisors to friends.
I cannot possibly think of these people without
my mother being the first on the list. She has
encouraged me at every critical point in my life to
keep it up. I think of my high school chorus teacher,
Jane Hardin, who always said, "Never sing louder
than you can sing well," which- has implications in
life more than just music. She let me know that I
had a gift not just in singing but in being a person
and a friend. My high school science teacher, Coach
Ed Boehmke, who showed me what would later
become my passion, Sports Medicine. He was just
a track and field coach who needed help with the
team, and he turned out to be a mentor and a friend.
My best friend, Scott "Beamer" Beam, a true
confidant and a ready ear to listen to any problems
that I
All of this makes returning the favor

seem like an honor, not a job. Debbie Conner,
advisor and friend, always knows the right thing to
say to make me chill out. Everyone needs that some
time. My mother away from home, Mona Dukes,
makes it to the list by being there when I just need to
let it-all ~)Ut. That is what mothers are for. There are
also a few people who make it onto my list of people
that "I could never thank enough," who I have never
met. I thank my Brother Chad Michael Beaty, who
brought something to Coastal that I have reaped the
benefits from every day and will continue for the rest
of my life. May he rest in peace.
Sometimes we don't think of how we got here, we
just know that we are here. But if you think about it,
it is not the place that you're at that you remember, it
is the people you are with. I encourage you to take a
look back and remember those people because
chances are, they have thought about you too. Drop
them a note to let them know that you are thinking
about them. That is the least you can do for all that
they have done for you. "Everybody needs
somebody, sometime!" It is true!

-..;Mark IIDoc" Miller
SGA President

He said

She said

Remind me not to cheat on She said over there! Castration, ouch!

No, I've always felt that Clinton was a lying weasel, and the tapes

That's a little harsh don't ya think? Well unlike many I've always

just reinforced that. He slithered his way out of as many questions as

believed he was a lying snake.

he could, and he must have used over a hundred different ways to say "I

The tapes did nothing to sway my position on that issue, but·after
all are any of us really surprised? C'mon admit it, we've known from
day one he was like this.
As for Ms. Lewinsky, well she was a trophy hunter and I'd say she

don It remember." It seemed as if he was just giving a press conference
and not a grand jury testimony.

If I was iIi that situation, I couldn't have answered questions like
that and that's what makes me angry. He continues to be treated as if he

got herself the biggest she could find. But that doesn't excuse Mr. Clinton

were above the law. He lied under oath, plain and simple.

from what he did. Oh, and don't start that well everybody doesn't crap.

There are many people in jail right now for that same offense. He doesn't

Please, spare me. He lied, he got caught and he should pay the penalties.

even have the dignity or the respect for the law to resign his position.

My choice of punishment? I'd pick ten years in a padded cell with

As for his respect to women, 1 don't see how any feminist could

Dr. Laura playing twenty-four hours a day. Then again one week of

support him, either directly or by remaining silent. I personally think

that may be sufficient. Oh and his Viagra prescription should be

he should be castrated, but I'd accept impeachment.

cancelled.
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Furnished & Unfurnished
1,2, and 3 bedroom units available.
Starting as low as $475.00
. Some include utilities
Call Oceanfront Vacation Rentals, Inc.
843-448-1700
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'lJr. Camif!e Sayne ~abbayh
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www.airforce.com

Our office i located at 225 Hwy. 501 E. Clo e
to Conway Ho pital in the Food Lion Plaza-

OFFICE: (803) 626-2599
FAX: (803) 626-2599
Call Collect Statlon-To-Station

Gregor B. Elmore
Staff Sergeant, USAF
Air Force Recruiter

c

www.offthemark.oom

2 & 3 bedroom Condo

RENT TIMES
Air Force RecrUiting Office
1380 ThIrd Avenue South
Myrtle Beach. SC 29577

Aquarius (Jan. 20- Feb. 18)
Too many parties equal too
many hangovers, nothing
accomplished. So, get your
butt in gear and do something
worthwhile.

Leo (July 23- Aue. 22): It's
about time to fulfill those
dreams that you have been
thinking about. Don't worry
about what others think, tap to
the top of this one!

Pisces (Feb. 19- March 2Q):
People make huge mistakes
sometimes. Someone, who hurt
you in the past, is begging for
forgiveness. Don't push them
away.

Virfo (Aue. 23- Sep. 22)'
There may be time when you
are lost and poor, but there is
always a friend close-by that
you can call and beg for money.

Aries (March 21-April 19):
You will be helping out some
friends this week. And when they
need for you listen, do just that.

Ubra (Sept. 23- Oct. 24):
Your birthday is coming or has already gone, so take the time to go
out with some good friends. But
remember to be shower-fresh for
that special someone.

Taurus (April 20- May 20):
What may appear to be a good
thing, may not tum out as you
expect. Don't allow yourself
to be too open to others.
Gemini (Mqy 21- June 21),Someone has a crush on you.
You might think that they are a
psycho, but they could tum out
to be really nice. Let them
down easy.
Cancer (June 22 - July 22 );
The person who loves you may
have a double consonant in
their first name, but your true
love may have three.

Scorpio (Oct. 24- Nov. 21 ):
Stop being lazy and go to class
once in a while. The rest that you
receive now may hurt you in the
future.

1-------- Brenda
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Outgoing Personalities To Set Appoin men s
•••
For Our Vaca ion Resor s
••
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••
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)
5-9
••
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EXCE
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$8.00 PER HOUR + GREAT BO USES
(AVG. EARNINGS $9.50 TO 12.00 PER HOUR)

Safittarius (Nov. 22- Dec. 21 ):
Life ray be getting quite
confusing right about now.
Take a few moments to do some
organizing and be prepared for
what is not meant to be.
Capricorn (Dec. 22- Ian. 19).'
Your field of dreams is calling
to you, don't pass this one by.
You may not get another
opportunity.

272-766

SPE D YOUR DAYS 0
& EAR

LET YOU
VOICE BE-

HEARD
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